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ABSTRACT

Purpose: New applications of the critical power concept, such as the modelling of intermittent work capabilities, are exciting prospects for elite cycling. However, accurate calculation of the required parameters is traditionally time invasive and somewhat impractical. An alternative single test protocol (3-min All-out) has recently been proposed, but validation in an elite population is lacking. The traditional approach for parameter establishment, but with fewer tests, could also prove an acceptable compromise. Methods: Six senior Australian endurance track cycling representatives completed six efforts to exhaustion on two separate days over a three week period. These included 1, 4, 6, 8 and 10 minute self-paced efforts, plus the 3-min All-out protocol. Traditional work versus time calculations of CP and W’ using the five self-paced efforts were compared to calculations from the 3-min All-out protocol. The impact of using just two or three self-paced efforts for traditional CP and W’ estimation were also explored using thresholds of agreement (8W, 2.0kJ respectively). Results: CP estimated from the 3-min All-out approach was significantly higher than from the traditional approach (402±33W, 351±27W, p<0.001), whilst W’ was lower (15.5±3.0kJ, 24.3±4.0kJ, p=0.02). Five different combinations of two or three self-paced efforts led to CP estimates within the threshold of agreement, with only one combination deemed accurate for W’. Conclusions: In elite cyclists the 3-min All-out approach is not suitable to estimate CP when compared to the traditional method. However, reducing the number of tests used in the traditional method lessens testing burden whilst maintaining appropriate parameter accuracy.

Keywords: CP, W’, power-duration, maximal capacity, anaerobic capacity
INTRODUCTION

Based on the well-established relationship between exercise intensity and duration, the critical power model\(^1\) has become a highly useful tool for training and competition analysis in the realms of high performance sport.\(^2\)

The model describes the interaction of two parameters which together form an athlete’s maximal work capacity. These include (1) a rate-limited parameter representing sustainable aerobic metabolism (critical power, CP), and (2) a capacity-limited parameter described by anaerobic energy contribution (W’). The mathematical modelling and subsequent interpretation of these two parameters has recently progressed, enabling coaches and sport scientists the ability to quantify an athlete’s work capacity over both fixed and intermittent work pieces.\(^2-5\)

High performance cycling presents an ideal avenue for the application of such modelling approaches due to the dynamic work rates seen in training and competition, as well as the capability to measure work rates through bicycle mounted power meters. However, the time invasive nature involved in acquiring the individualised model parameters (CP and W’) has been a deterrent to its uptake, with traditional methods requiring four to five efforts to exhaustion over a range of durations.\(^6\)

As a result, there have been a number of attempts to reduce the time burden of parameter establishment in cycling. For example using just two maximal efforts within the traditional method has been shown to accurately estimate CP and W’, provided the duration of these efforts differ by at least five minutes (SEE of CP and W’ were 1.7W and 0.88kJ, respectively).\(^7\) Despite these findings, CP predictions using just two efforts are rarely used in research due to a perceived high risk of error.\(^6\)

A single effort test has recently been proposed showing success at estimating CP and W’ on par to the traditional five effort method (SEE 6W, 2.8kJ, respectively).\(^8-11\) The single
test involves a three minute maximal effort with an all-out pacing strategy (3-min All-out). Developed through deductive reasoning of the critical power model’s mathematical framework, it is theorised that an all-out exercise strategy will completely deplete an individual’s $W'$ over the first minute or two of the test, hence forcing them to reduce their work rate to a level representing CP for the remaining duration. The CP is subsequently estimated as the average power over the final 30 seconds of the effort, while the $W'$ is estimated as the work completed above this plateau power. Although the approach is viable within the mathematical constructs of the critical power model, it has been suggested that the protocol can often overestimate CP.\textsuperscript{12-14} The cause of overestimation is commonly attributed to a failure in adopting a truly all-out pacing strategy during testing. This approach can result in $W'$ continuing to contribute during the final 30 seconds of the work and hence being incorrectly attributed to CP. Whether this is a result of poor test execution, or highlights an implausible physiological assumption within this approach is unknown at this stage.

Despite practical appeal of a less time invasive method, neither the 3-min All-out approach\textsuperscript{11} or using only two tests in the traditional approach\textsuperscript{7} have been well explored in an elite population. This study provides an insight into the less time invasive methodologies and their appropriateness for CP and $W'$ estimation in elite cyclists. Positive outcomes would reduce the time demands of parameter estimation and hence improve the utility of this bioenergetics model. Therefore, the aims of this study were to use international quality endurance cyclists to compare the:

1. CP and $W'$ estimates from the 3-min All-out strategy against the traditional five test approach, and
2. CP and $W'$ estimates of the traditional approach using two or three maximal effort tests as opposed to five.
METHODS

Subjects

Eight elite male endurance cyclists volunteered for this study, however only six completed the protocol (mean ±SD: age 20±1 yr; VO\textsubscript{2max} 73±3 mL/kg/min; mass 73±1 kg). All athletes had won a senior international track endurance event for Australia in the past year, were highly competitive road cyclists at the pro-continental level, and were candidates for Olympic Games selection in 2016. All had consistent high performance training histories of at least four years and were familiar with maximal efforts of varying durations. The six athletes described were healthy and injury free throughout data collection. The protocol for this study was approved by the University of South Australia’s Human Research Ethics Committee. Written, informed consent was provided by each athlete and permission was given by Cycling Australia for the use of the data.

Design

Data were collected during a national team camp under tightly controlled training and living routines. Testing was completed on two separate days within a three-week period. Each bout of testing was completed at the same time of day and preceded by a low-intensity road ride the day prior.

On the first day of testing athletes completed maximal ergometer cycling efforts over the durations of one, four and ten minutes. On the second testing day they completed the 3-min All-out test along with a six and eight minute maximal effort test. Each test was separated by 75 minutes to allow for adequate recovery\textsuperscript{15} and preceded with a standardised competition-specific ramp warm up (Figure 1).
Methodology

Tests were completed using each cyclist’s own road bicycles rear mounted to a Lemond Revolution trainer (Lemond, California, USA). This ergometer provides realistic sensations through the combined use of a heavy flywheel and fan-based wind resistance, whilst also allowing the athlete to change force requirements via standard gearing. Power output was measured at 2 Hz using Shimano 7800 SRM power meters (Schoberer Rad Meßtechnik, Jülich, Germany). Each SRM had undergone a static calibration within the last three months. Published data has shown that SRM power meters can have a measurement error of <1%, and a coefficient of variation of 1.1%. Zero-offsets were applied to each set of cranks between the warm up and test effort. A similar set up has been used to investigate the 3-min All-out test previously.

Maximal Effort Tests

The aim of these tests, as described to the athletes, was to complete as much work as possible within the designated time frame. Athletes were instructed to start pedalling at approximately 50-60rpm, 15 seconds prior to the effort start. Cadence throughout the test was self-selected with athletes free to change gearing as they required. Athletes were given both verbal encouragement and occasional time updates to help ensure their exhaustion by the completion of the tests.

3-min All-out Test

The 3-min All-out test was performed as per the maximal effort protocol, however with the key instruction of ensuring an all-out pacing strategy was employed (that is, to go as hard as possible from the outset).
Data Analysis

Power meter data were downloaded using SRM software, exported, and then processed in Microsoft Excel. Each athlete’s mean power for the five self-paced maximal efforts was converted to work (kJ) and plotted against time (seconds). As per the methodology of the linear work-time model, a linear regression line was fit to the data with the Y-intercept and slope of this line providing our traditional estimates of W’ and CP, respectively.20 This process was also completed using combinations of just two or three of the self-paced maximal effort trials to give numerous W’ and CP estimates for each individual. The 3-min All-out test was analysed using previously published procedures whereby the mean power over the final 30 seconds was used to reflect the athlete’s CP and work completed above CP was deemed to reflect W’.11

The parameter estimates of the traditional and the 3-min All-out test methodologies were compared using paired t-tests with significance set at 0.05.

Comparison between the traditional parameter estimates and those deduced from two or three tests were compared in relation to pre-set thresholds of agreement. Work output of elite athletes during repeated maximal efforts have a coefficient of variation of approximately 1%.18,21 This variation was used to set thresholds by applying ±1% to the longest and shortest tests used in this study (one and ten minutes) and observing the resultant impact on CP and W’ estimates. The effect on the CP and W’ estimates for the sample population was 8W and 2.0 kJ, respectively. These errors were subsequently set as maximal tolerance levels.

RESULTS

A strong linear fit was found for the regression lines of each athlete’s work versus time plots used in the traditional five test approach (r>0.99; p<0.05).
Both the CP and W’ estimates for the 3-min All-out test were significantly different to the estimates from the traditional method (p<0.01 and p=0.02, respectively) (Tables 1 and 2). On average, the CP estimate was 51 W higher using the 3-min All-out test. W’ averaged 8.8kJ lower using the 3-min All-out test compared to the traditional method.

Power output during the 3-min All-out tests showed a plateau after approximately 105s. An example 3-min All-out test is illustrated in Figure 2. This figure also shows the athlete’s CP estimate using the traditional five test method, 3-min All-out test, and the athlete’s ten minute average power as respective points of comparison.

In five of the six athletes the 3-min All-out CP estimate (402±33W) was higher than their average ten minute power (386±23W). The traditional measure of CP (351±27W) was below the maximum ten-minute average power for all subjects as would be expected.

The combination of the one, four and ten minute tests successfully estimated both CP and W’ to within the thresholds of agreement of the traditional five test method (Figure 3). Four other combinations also predicted CP within the threshold, however, no other combination of trials was successful for predicting W’.

**DISCUSSION**

The critical power model has considerable potential applications within both elite cycling and in other high performance sports. However, to see this potential eventuate, the time demands of valid parameter estimation (CP and W’) need to be reduced. This study has shown that the 3-min All-out test protocol previously proposed\(^{11}\) is not an acceptable replacement for the traditional approach leading to substantial overestimation of CP and underestimation of W’ in elite cyclists. However, reducing the number of tests used in the traditional method of CP and W’ estimation seemed to be a more appropriate time-conscious progression for the present cohort of world-class cyclists.
Since initial publication there has been growing support for the 3-min All-out test as a valid alternative for obtaining parameters of the critical power model.\textsuperscript{8-11} Using a mixture of active male and female participants, these studies have demonstrated both an agreement of the parameter estimates with the traditional method, as well as appropriate exercise sustainability of the CP workload derived. Our results, however, coincide with those showing overestimation of CP when using the 3-min All-out test.\textsuperscript{12-14} These non-supportive studies also demonstrate their findings through both the direct comparison of parameter estimates,\textsuperscript{14} as well as assessment of sustainability when exercising at CP.\textsuperscript{12,13} Interestingly, the studies showing overestimation of CP involve only well trained or elite athletes, suggesting a subject group bias may be associated with these findings.

Explained within the context of the critical power model and the 3-min All-out test, overestimation of CP can occur when \( W' \) has not been fully depleted prior to, and is hence still contributing during, the final 30 seconds of the test. In other words, the overestimation of CP that occurred in our athletes suggests that either consciously or subconsciously, some form of pacing occurred. Considering the athletes in the present study were highly motivated, internationally competitive, and were instructed numerous times to adopt an all-out approach to the effort, this outcome was not expected. A comparison of the power profiles in this study, and those previously described during successful 3-min All-out tests \textsuperscript{8} do not reveal any clear differences. Despite different outcomes both studies displayed plateau powers during the final two 30 second periods of the testing bout, hence suggesting that pacing errors leading to CP overestimation may not be easily identified.

Considering the prevalence of studies now showing CP overestimation using the 3-min All-out test protocol, it is worth discussing why this discrepancy is so common. The term teleoanticipation has been described as a subconscious fatigue avoidance mechanism that
helps constrain an individual to a work rate which will allow successful completion of an exercise task.\textsuperscript{22} Considering the 3-min All-out approach requires an athlete to fully deplete their W' prior to the end of the test, the opposing nature of these concepts seems clear. With teleoanticipation said to be based on past experiences,\textsuperscript{23} as more experience of maximal work is gained, individuals should become better at maximising their work outputs over a given timespan. Most likely however, this would occur through learning appropriate workload distribution throughout the task, not so much the ability to take on an All-out pacing profile associated with a high risk of premature task failure (such as is required in the 3-min All-out test). This concept may explain the trend for more highly trained and experienced athletes to produce results that are not truly representative of CP or W'. Furthermore, considering this high level of maximal work awareness that experienced high performance athletes must possess, the fact that pacing is still prevalent in the 3-min All-out trials, despite high levels of motivation and encouragement to commit to an All-out strategy, perhaps alludes to the idea that such an approach is not actually possible. The assumption that one can maintain CP once W' is exhausted may be incorrect. This assumption is, after all, simply a mathematical derivative of the model, not a physiologically described trait.

3-Min All-out Ergometer Selection

Much of the research employing the 3-min All-out protocol has used an electromagnetically braked ergometer that allows a fixed resistance (i.e., torque) to be set. This approach means the athletes start with a very high cadence and corresponding high power, which progressively decreases as the athlete fatigues. The method employed in this current study, previously used by Francis,\textsuperscript{19} involved an ergometer with the ability to vary resistance throughout the test, thus allowing for constantly self-selected cadence. Although impossible to fully discount the impact of this methodological difference to the studies
outcome, others have shown this same result despite using the traditional electromagnetically braked ergometer. Furthermore, considering CP and W’ should collectively describe maximal work capacity, and suboptimal cadences have been shown to result in a decreased total work output,\textsuperscript{24,25} it seems highly inappropriate to use a test protocol spanning such an extreme cadence range. A method which allows for constantly self-selected cadence hence appears to be better aligned with the theme of exploring maximal work capacity.

\textit{Reducing No. of Tests in the Traditional CP Method}

Also explored in this study, was the impact of reducing the number of tests used in the traditional method of CP and W’ estimation. Reducing the number of tests yielded mixed results in determining parameter estimates, however was largely controlled by the duration of the tests included. Keeping the span of the tests fixed and broad tended to maintain parameter accuracy. Using a narrow range of tests or only two tests was associated with less accuracy and is not recommended for elite athletes. The most successful combination found was a three-test protocol including the one, four and ten minute durations. These tests can be achieved on a single testing day with high-performance athletes and provides reliable estimates of the critical power model parameters. The results of this study are slightly more conservative than those previously published who suggested just two maximal efforts were adequate for parameter estimation.\textsuperscript{7}

\textbf{PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS}

Although the sample size of this study may be considered small, the elite nature of the participants mean that it is difficult to increase participant numbers without deviating from the population of interest, that is male high performance endurance cyclists.

To those working with this population the authors recommend that severe caution is taken with regards to parameters calculated from the 3-Min All-out test.
The traditional CP linear-work model however, can be used with three carefully selected maximal efforts, completed within a three hour window, and yields parameter outputs which practitioners can be confident in using.

When selecting efforts, the authors would recommend targeting durations covering a relatively wide span of pre-existing guidelines (1-10mins) and (2-20mins), whilst maintaining relatively fixed selections for repeat testing.

Finally, the authors stress the necessity of including only truly maximal efforts when calculating output parameters. Although including extra efforts in the model is often commended in this area of research, practitioners should be critical of the impact that an increased testing burden has on levels of subject motivation.

Should researchers or practitioners still wish to investigate the 3-min All-out test, future research should focus on testing the assumption that CP can be maintained when W’ has been fully depleted.

CONCLUSION

The 3-min All-out test significantly overestimated CP and underestimated W’ in elite cyclists and hence is not recommend to be used as a replacement for the traditional method. Utilising the traditional linear work-time method with three carefully selected maximal performances seems to be a reliable and time-efficient alternative, and is currently the best practice for use in high performance athletes.
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FIGURE 1 - An example of the warm up and testing protocol for each test. There was approximately 30 minutes of recovery time from the end of the test to the beginning of the next warm up or 75 minutes until the next test commenced.
FIGURE 2 - Example power profile of an athlete’s 3-min All-out test (solid line), along with their 3-min All-out test CP (medium dashes), their traditionally calculated CP (big dashes), and the athlete’s ten minute test power as a reference to sustainable power output (dots)
FIGURE 3 - Summary of the average error of CP (left side) and W' (right side) estimates using various test combinations (test durations are shown down the centre) versus the traditional five test estimate. The thresholds of agreement are represented by the vertical dashed lines and sit at 8.0W and 2.0kJ, respectively. Mean values which sit within the threshold are identified by the filled markers. Error bars show the standard deviation of the errors.
Table 1. A comparison of the CP estimates (W) for the traditional five test approach versus the 3-min All-out test. *p<0.001  95% CI (30 to 72)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Traditional CP (W)</th>
<th>3-min All-out CP (W)</th>
<th>Difference (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mean    | 351                | 402                  | 51*            |
| SD      | 27                 | 33                   | 20             |

Table 2. A comparison of the W' estimates (kJ) for the traditional five effort approach versus the 3-min All-out test. *p= 0.02  95% CI (-2.6 to -15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Traditional W' (kJ)</th>
<th>3-min All-out W' (kJ)</th>
<th>Difference (kJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>-10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>-16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| mean    | 24.3                | 15.5                  | -8.8*           |
| SD      | 4.0                 | 3.0                   | 5.9             |